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XO, Malia
Thank you for your purchase! I hope that our Playdough to Plato family of websites helps you save time,
stay inspired, and give EVERY student bigger results. 

you may... you may not...
Use this teaching tool for personal use.
Use this teaching tool for one classroom.
Upload this file to your classroom Google Drive
account or other storage location.

Send this file directly to a friend. Instead, send
them the URL address so they can purchase
their own copy.
Sell or in any way profit from this electronic file.
Store or distribute this file in any other website
or another location where other people may
download it. ex: Dropbox, Facebook groups,
4Shared
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You're invited... 
to join our free 
VIP email list.

https://www.pinterest.com/Playdough2Plato/
https://www.instagram.com/playdough2plato/
https://www.facebook.com/PlaydoughToPlato/
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https://thestemlaboratory.com
https://playdoughtoplato.activehosted.com/f/1
https://scienceofreadingformula.com
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SKILL-

Hear the individual sounds (phonemes) in words.

Connect the sounds to the letters used to spell them.

PREP-

Print a sound mat and either laminate it or slide it into a sheet protector for easy reuse. 

Grab a vis-à-vis or dry erase pen and manipulatives students can slide into the boxes. Matchbox cars, 
counting chips, and mini erasers work well. You can even theme it by using candy hearts with the Valentine 
maps, cotton balls as snowballs on the winter mats, balls of playdough on the playdough mats, etc.

NOTE – To make it easy for you to di fferentiate, you can give students the mat with three sound 
boxes so they can focus on three phoneme words like CAT and DOG, or give them the mat with four 
or five sound boxes i f they are working on four or five phoneme words.

ACTIVITY-

Students will say a word and tap it, map it, graph it, write it, zap it.

For example, i f the word is KNIT, they will say the word out loud: “Knit”.

Then they will stretch out the word s-l-o-w-l-y to identi fy each sound they hear and tap their fingers as they 
go:

Knit.
/n/ (tap the pointer finger on the desk) 
/i/ (tap the middle finger on the desk)
/t/ (tap the ring finger on the desk)

Next, they will map it by placing a manipulative on a spot each time they hear a new sound:

Knit. 
/n/ (Matchbox car slides into the first spot on the sound mat) 

/i/ (another car goes in the second spot on the mat)
/t/ (a third car goes in the last spot)

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…)
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Students will “graph” (or “write”) the word by writing one phoneme in each empty box. 

(NOTICE that the first sound in this word is spelled with TWO letters.)

Then they will “write it” by spelling the word on the handwriting lines.

Finally, children will “read it” by sliding their finger along the bottom of the mat to blend together the sounds 
they hear.

They’ll clear their sound mat and repeat steps 1-5 four more times to help their brain memori ze the letter-
sound connections.

kn i t
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#1 Tap it.
#2 Map it.

#3 Graph it.

#4 Write it.

#5 Read it.
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